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With the aid of numbers, an expert can accurately predict the future of an individual. Astrologers at AstroSage
also take this number into consideration in order to create the compatibility percentage of natives and also give
further information about them and their respective lovers. But generally, people confuse with the types of
astrology signs. Given below are those three ways which help the natives to procure important information
about their lives. Calculating the Bhagyank or Destiny Number: The number which is obtained after adding up
the month, date and day of birth of the native is known as Bhagyank or Destiny Number. Irrespective of this,
the feeling of love takes one to cloud nine. But many of persons, do not know their birth details, they can use
this first name compatibility tool to check name matching to their lover or another person. Here, AstroSage is
offering you a chance to interpret what does the names of you and your partner tell about your love life. The
best Naam Rashi Milan or first name compatibility tool is based on Name Moon sign of your and your
beloved's name. You can take a love meter test, to know how much you are compatible with your crush, wife
or life partner. Name Compatibility Is your name compatible with your beloved Your Name. So, what is the
right sign to match compatibility? Marriage to a wrong person can have dire repercussions. Not only this,
sometimes the way of your success also goes through your life partner and being with a wrong partner may
create hurdles in attaining success. Let us move on to the detailed explanations about how this test is taken
with the aid of names and numerology. A compatibility test can be taken which will enable you to take
important decisions with regards to your love life. But before you move forward to take your relationship to
another level, it is very important to consider the most crucial determiner of your love life. This is the reason
why astrologers recommend to take a compatibility test before deciding to spend your entire life time with
someone. As mentioned above, a number provides some commendable amount of information about your
traits, personality, love, affection and compatibility. A love relationship thrives if compatibility is present in it.
This tool is not based on any famous name pattern, so you can check with your own, you can instantly know,
what amity and love percentage your relation has, and what is astrological analysis about your love relation.
Hence, using Numerology as a tool, one can find the right love match sharing a level of compatibility and
stability. Various problems may take house in your familial life, as a result of which your children may also
lose focus and direction in life. Calculating the Moolank or Root Number: It is the number which is obtained
by adding up only the birth date of the native. If you are in love with someone, then you definitely want to
spend the rest of your life with that person. How fascinating it is to know that the names of you and your
partner also prove to be important in deciding the fate of your love life. Because a person may has different
signs like Sun sign, birth Moon sign and the Moon sign of forename. Futuristic goals are also achieved
satisfactorily if you spend your life with a compatible person. This tool is designed for the love test, but you
can check congeniality with others also. In order to get access to predictions based on numbers, all of these
numbers are matched with nine planets, twelve zodiac signs and twenty seven nakshatras.


